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Abstract
We present Sequential Windowed Inverse Reinforcement Learning (SWIRL), a three-phase algorithm that automatically
partitions a task into shorter-horizon sub-tasks based on transitions that occur consistently across demonstrations.
SWIRL then learns a sequence of local reward functions using Maximum Entropy Inverse Reinforcement Learning.
Once these reward functions are learned, SWIRL applies Q-learning to compute a policy that maximizes the rewards.
SWIRL leverages both expert demonstrations and exploration to find policies for robotic tasks with delayed rewards.
Experiments suggest that SWIRL requires significantly fewer rollouts than pure RL and fewer expert demonstrations
than behavioral cloning to learn a policy. We evaluate SWIRL in two simulated control tasks, parallel parking and a
two-link pendulum. On the parallel parking task, SWIRL achieves the maximum reward on the task with 85% fewer
rollouts than Q-Learning, and 33% fewer rollouts than Q-Learning where the rewards were shaped by IRL. We also
consider physical experiments on surgical tensioning and cutting deformable sheets using the da Vinci surgical robot.
On the deformable tensioning task, SWIRL achieves a 36% relative improvement in reward compared to a baseline of
behavioral cloning with segmentation.
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Introduction

An important problem in robot learning is defining a reward
function that accurately reflects a robot’s ability to perform
a task. However, in many cases, the natural reward function
for a task is delayed, where the consequences of an action are
only observed long after it is taken. Such reward functions
are difficult to directly optimize with exploration-based
techniques like Reinforcement Learning (RL). For example,
in a multi-step assembly task, one might have a classifier that
can determine if the full part is correctly assembled. In this
problem, RL would have to rely on random exploration to
achieve the assembled state by chance at least once, before it
can learn a more efficient policy.
One approach is to use expert demonstrations to learn
a smoother reward function that gives the robot a stronger
reward signal at intermediate steps. This idea is related to
apprenticeship learning (Kolter et al. 2007a; Coates et al.
2008; Abbeel and Ng 2004). In apprenticeship learning, a
supervisor provides a small number of initial demonstrations,
and there is a two-phase approach that first applies Inverse
Reinforcement Learning (IRL) to infer the supervisor’s
implicit reward function, and then optimizes for this reward
function using RL. We explore whether we can leverage
the same basic apprenticeship learning framework to learn
reward functions for tasks with a sequence of state-space
sub-goals that must be reached.
Segmentation is a well-studied problem, and it facilitates
learning localized control policies (Murali* et al. 2015;
Niekum et al. 2012; Konidaris et al. 2011), adaptation to
unseen scenarios (Ijspeert et al. 2002; Ude et al. 2010),
and demonstrator skill-assessment (Reiley et al. 2010; Gao
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et al. 2014). Often these segments are manually designed or
derived from a dictionary of motion primitives, but recently,
there are several approaches for learning segmentation
criteria automatically by identifying locally similar structure
in demonstration data (Barbič et al. 2004; Chiappa and
Peters 2010; Alvarez et al. 2010; Calinon et al. 2010; Krüger
et al. 2012; Niekum et al. 2012; Wächter and Asfour 2015;
Lee et al. 2015). While prior work has mostly considered
segmentation to reduce the complexity of deterministic
planning problems, this paper explores how segmentation
can inform reward derivation in the Markov Decision Process
setting.
We model a task as a sequence of quadratic reward
functions Rseq = [R1 , ..., Rk ] and transition regions G =
[ρ1 , ..., ρk ] such that R1 is the reward function until ρ1
is reached, after which R2 becomes the reward and so
on. We assume that we have access to a supervisor that
provides demonstrations that are optimal w.r.t an unknown
Rseq , and reach each ρ ∈ G (also unknown) in the same
sequence. Sequential Windowed Inverse Reinforcement
Learning (SWIRL) is an algorithm to recover Rseq and
G from the demonstration trajectories. SWIRL applies
to tasks with a discrete or continuous state-space and a
discrete action-space. The state space can represent spatial,
kinematic, or sensory states (e.g., visual features), as long as
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